
Web Site Maintenance Packages 

 
We understand the need to continually make changes and updates to your Web site. These are 
things that must be done not only to get new visitors to your Web site, but to also keep your 
current visitors coming back. Because of this, we have developed several maintenance packages 
to choose from. 
 
Our Web site maintenance packages cover a wide array of needs. Each of these packages is 
provided on a month-by-month or contract basis. Below, you will find several options to choose 
from.  
 

Platinum Site Maintenance Package * 
$100/month 

You make the rules!  Our Platinum Unlimited Maintenance package is for those who like to make 
several changes throughout the month.  Do you need to change catalog listings each week?  Do 
you need to update pricing and service plans regularly?  Do you simply want full control of your 
website with no worries of extra costs?  If the answer is yes then our Unlimited Maintenance 
package is for you. 

Once your website is built, you certainly don't want to have to worry about whether or not your 
site will by timely (or even running properly at all times).  Let Visual Flair Design do the worrying 
for you.  

Our Unlimited Maintenance plan includes: 

 Unlimited hours of work per month.  Anything you need changed, added, corrected, or 
updated is yours with the Unlimited Maintenance plan...no matter how intricate or time 
consuming the requests are  

Subsequent months can revert back to a less intensive maintenance package. 
 

Gold Site Maintenance Package * 
$75/month 

This package is designed for the customer that requires frequent changes to their Web site. It 
provides the customer with direct access to our development team for up to four hours** of 
development time each month. 

Silver Site Maintenance Package * 
$50/month 

This package is designed for the customer that has a more mature Web site, but still requires 
frequent changes in content. It provides the customer with direct access to our development team 
for up to three hours** of development time each month. 

Bronze Site Maintenance Package * 
$30/month 

This package is designed for Web sites that need fewer changes made, but still want to maintain 
fresh content. It provides the customer with direct access to our development team for up to two 
hours** of development time each month. 



 
* all packages based on a 3 month contractual agreement 
**Work performed over the monthly time limit will be charged at a rate of $50/hr 
 
Within the hourly allotment for each month the following services are included: 
 
Images 
Scanning, updates or additions of existing images to existing  
Text 
Updates or changes to text  
Tables 
Updates to data tables 
Pages 
Addition of 1 new page with pre-existing logos images. Text up to 100 words per page included. Navigation Bars, 
Banners, Backgrounds, Buttons per existing theme. 
Email /FTP account Administration 
Addition of new email accounts 
Uptime Monitoring 
 
 
Please note that third party affiliates to the site, i.e. paypal and outside bank shopping carts are 
not covered directly by any of these packages.  These updates and change requests must be 
submitted in writing or via email for a quote. 
 
Website Re-design constitutes major layout and structural changes to the appearance of the site 
and are done on a contract basis. 


